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President’s Message 

 Whitney White, PharmD, BCPS 

 

Happy New Year!! 

    

I hope everyone had a great holiday season 
and enjoyed some time off to spend with 
your loved ones! This year in ALSHP is going 
to be an exciting one, and I hope each of you 
will find a way to plug in, whether in serving 
on a committee or task force, attending one 
of our awesome educational meetings, or 
advocating for pharmacists in Alabama at 
such a pivotal point in our profession (more 
to come on advocacy!)  
 
With the start of this New Year, our committees have begun 
work on the many initiatives and goals of ALSHP which 
reflect our mission, to “promote, develop, and unite 
pharmacy practitioners in the pursuit of providing optimal 
patient care across all health care settings.” We have over 
100 members serving on a committee or task force this year! 
Thank you to everyone who volunteered! Even though 
committee work has started, it’s never too late to get 
involved! Reach out to me if you would still like to serve this 
year (cwwall@samford.edu).   
 
Speaking of service, we need each and every member to join 
our advocacy efforts! One of our main initiatives this year 
will be to support legislation which provides for collaborative 
drug therapy management in Alabama. We are the ONLY 
state in the US that does not have collaborative practice 
legislation. Our state practice act does not currently include 
collaborative practice within our scope of practice, and the  
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2017 
January 26:  
Birmingham Social Event 
Café Dupont Restaurant 
6:00 PM 
 
March 2017: 
Alabama Pharmacy 
Stakeholders  
(date and time TBD) 
Samford University 
 
April 14: 
Alabama Residency 
Conference (ARC) 
(Location TBA) 
Birmingham, Alabama 
 
June 11-13:  
ALSHP Summer Meeting 
The Henderson Hotel 
Destin, Florida 
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national level “Provider Status” legislation defers to states’ scope of practice for what services a 
pharmacist can provide and be compensated for. ASHP just released last week that the Provider 
Status Bill was reintroduced in the US Senate with strong bipartisan support and will be sent to 
the House of Representatives soon (http://connect.ashp.org/blogs/paul-
abramowitz/2017/01/13/provider-status-bill-reintroduced-in-senate-with-strong-bipartisan-
support?ssopc=1). Pharmacists in Alabama need to be ready when this national legislation 
passes so that we can help bridge the gap in access to health care for many patients in our 
state. 
 
Representatives of ALSHP recently attended the Alabama Pharmacy Stakeholders Forum held at 
Auburn University, Harrison School of Pharmacy on January 11th. It was a very productive 
meeting, with a focus on progress towards CDTM. Dean Lee Evans led a great discussion on 
where we’ve been and where we are going, and the group developed some strategic next steps 
to push us forward towards our goal. ALSHP will host the next Alabama Pharmacy Stakeholders 
Forum to be held at Samford University in March, and we would love to see you there! CDTM 
will continue to be a primary focus of this group. More information to come on how you can get 
involved in advocacy efforts.  
 
Our 2017 Summer Meeting will be held at The Henderson in Destin, Florida, on June 11-13th. 
Registration will be open soon! We hope you can join us! 
 
 
All the best, 
Whitney  

 

 
Happy New Year from ALSHP!! 
Have you renewed your membership? 
 

Happy 2017 everyone! We hope that you had a safe and happy Holiday season- and survived 

the “Ice Storm” unharmed! With the coming of the new year, we wanted to remind you to 

please RENEW YOUR ALSHP MEMBERSHIP! It’s quick and easy with our new website, simply:  

 Go to: https://alshp.wildapricot.org/join-us 

 Select your membership type from the options provided 

 Follow the prompts and provide payment from there 

http://connect.ashp.org/blogs/paul-abramowitz/2017/01/13/provider-status-bill-reintroduced-in-senate-with-strong-bipartisan-support?ssopc=1
http://connect.ashp.org/blogs/paul-abramowitz/2017/01/13/provider-status-bill-reintroduced-in-senate-with-strong-bipartisan-support?ssopc=1
http://connect.ashp.org/blogs/paul-abramowitz/2017/01/13/provider-status-bill-reintroduced-in-senate-with-strong-bipartisan-support?ssopc=1
https://alshp.wildapricot.org/join-us
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Interview: Tim Martin, Pharm.D.     
 Interviewed by Christen Freeman 

               

 

2016 President of the Board of Pharmacy  
and  
2016 ALSHP Outstanding Health-System 
Pharmacist of the Year                                                 

                                                                

 

What was your motivation for becoming involved with the Board of Pharmacy?   
 
While working at the Mobile Infirmary early in my career, I had the opportunity to work with a 
pharmacist named Bobby Short, who served on the Board.  I was inspired by his excitement 
about contributing to the profession in this manner.  Additionally, Mr. Short would give me 
small projects to work on that exposed me to the work of the Board. 
One part of wanting to be more involved with the Board was to gain a deeper understanding of 
the role of the Board, how it works and its relationship with providers.   A second motivation 
was some specific thoughts of how the profession could be improved….to see if I could have the 
opportunity to influence those types of changes at the Board.  The third was that there were 
certain areas where I felt like urgency needed to be expressed at the Board level to make 
changes on particular topics.   
 
What did you hope to accomplish during your tenure on the Board? 
 
My number one goal was to do a good job representing institutional pharmacy practice to the 
Board, understanding that institutional practice comprises only 20% of the composition of the 
board (1 out of 5 seats).  This role requires you to have a good relationship with your fellow 
Board members and an open mind to listen.  I wanted to help the Board understand particular 
challenges faced by pharmacists in institutional practice and to develop support from the other 
Board members to help improve those situations.   
For example, when I joined the Board, there was a current Board interpretation that a 
pharmacy student had to gain 400 hours in a retail pharmacy setting for the purpose of 
dispensing, counseling and other tasks that are generally thought of as traditional pharmacist 
roles. The point I heard institutional pharmacy saying loud and clear in the years leading up to 
my appointment was that  yes, we agree that students need those experiences, and those 
experiences also happen in institutional settings.  What I saw on several occasions was students 
having difficulty complying with the Board’s interpretation of how those hours had to be 
gained.  So I was able to work with the Board members and point out that we had an  
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opportunity to more fairly represent to the students opportunities to gain those traditional 
experiences and that there were also some traditional experiences that the students needed to 
be exposed to that were unique to institutional practice.  
 
What has the Board accomplished during your tenure that you are most excited about or feel 
is most impactful? 
 
One area where I feel like I had influence was the decision to allow skilled nursing facilities to 
use automated dispensing cabinets in a fundamental way to replace or supplement emergency 
kits and STAT boxes in those facilities. 
 
What are some of the major challenges facing the Board/profession of pharmacy? 
 
The work of the Board over the past five years has changed a lot.  A lot of that has been a result 
of technology. For example, one big issue the Board will continue to struggle with is 
telemedicine.  Telemedicine is multiple smaller pieces of electronic processing  that could 
encompass anything from e-prescribing, to patients logging onto the computer and answering a 
questionnaire and having a physician prescribe without a face-to-face relationship, to additional 
roles of automation that perhaps we are not even envisioning at this point. 
 A second area that the Board will continue to struggle with has to do with compounding.  The 
FDA, through the Drug Quality and Security Act, has attempted to further define what is 
“compounding,” what is “manufacturing” and what is in the middle called “outsourcing 
compounders.”  With that initial work from the FDA, the Board of Pharmacy has some clearer 
vision of the type of practitioners the Board needs to follow closely from a compounding 
standpoint.  Today, an institutional pharmacy compounding sterile products falls under the US 
Food Drug and Cosmetic Act Section 503A. All hospital pharmacies under that section must be 
in compliance with USP 797.  Now the USP has created an additional chapter (USP 800) for 
hazardous medications.  USP 797 and 800 compliance will continue to be a big issue with the 
Board.  
 Additionally, there is still a wide range of compliance concerns with pharmacies compounding 
sterile products.  Very few of the Board’s concerns with USP 797 have anything to do with 
sterile products compounded at hospitals.  There is, however, great concern at the Board with 
people who may be taking advantage of the opportunity, economically, to compound products 
under USP 797 but only do, at best, the minimum to comply with the standards.  So there is a 
great difference in levels of compliance that Board investigators are seeing across the state; this 
will continue to command attention. 
 
How has serving on the Board changed your vision for the profession of pharmacy? 
 
Pharmacy continues to be a highly respected profession and pharmacists continue to be highly 
respected by the public.  Every day we see evidence of why that is the case with pharmacists 
who go above and beyond to identify specific patient needs and meet those needs. And they do  
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that on their own without someone telling them this is the right thing to do. That is just how 
they practice. However, with the profession of pharmacy, as in any profession, there are some 
who have chosen not to practice at the highest level.  This can have serious consequences on 
patient care.  
Perhaps the most eye-opening experience for me was the number of disciplinary matters 
brought before the Board.  In my five years on the Board, I sat through over 600 disciplinary 
hearings involving pharmacists, pharmacy technicians and holders of various types of permits.  
Every situation was unique, where someone made a bad choice.  It is painful and saddening 
when you know a person has invested so much of their life to get to the highest rung on the 
ladder and one or two bad decisions can make that disappear.   
We have also seen a lot of changes with what is expected of pharmacy technicians.  It is exciting 
to watch pharmacy technicians respond to the challenge of taking on new responsibilities.  If 
we are going to have pharmacist practicing at the very top of their skill set and licensure, how 
are we going to prepare technicians to step into new roles? So the training of technicians is a 
topic that is near to the heart of the Board. 
One final major issue is collaborative drug therapy management or collaborative practice.  
Collaborative practice proposals have been before various pharmacy groups in the state for the 
last 15 years and have been discussed at the legislative level on at least four occasions. Now the 
Board of Pharmacy has assumed the responsibility to take the dialog and the preparation for 
collaborative practice on as a personal agenda and to work hand-in-hand with the Board of 
Medical Examiners in Alabama to come up with a process that is safe and helps moves patient 
care to the next level. 
 
What is the status of Collaborative Drug Therapy Management (CDTM) in Alabama? 
 
Members of the Board of Pharmacy have already met with members of the Board of Medical 
Examiners on three occasions.  The Board of Medical Examiners has appointed a Pharmacy 
Committee and one of those three meetings was with this BME-appointed Pharmacy 
Committee.  There was a great deal of agreement between the two groups at these meetings. 
The Board of Pharmacy is continuing to work with the Board of Medical Examiners and a follow-
up meeting is scheduled for the near future. 
 
How can pharmacists, residents and students be involved in the CDTM initiative? 
 
Every day, when a pharmacist and a physician interact on behalf of the patient, it moves the 
atmosphere more towards a formalized collaborative practice.  Health-system pharmacists 
already enjoy strong collaborative relationships through the oversight of the institutional 
Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee and Medical Staff.  Pharmacists should continue to 
cultivate those relationships and be aware of those patient care gains and lobby our colleagues 
in medicine to help us support the development of a formalized collaborative practice 
agreement. 
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CDTM and Pharmacy in the News 
CMS Encourages States to Expand Pharmacists’ Scope of 
Practice 
 

In a guidance released on January 17, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) 
encourages state Medicaid programs to consider expanding the ability of pharmacists to 
prescribe, modify, or monitor drug therapy to promote patient access to medically necessary 
and time-sensitive drugs. CMS notes that expanding pharmacists’ scope of practice allows 
states to facilitate timely access to medications and can help address priority public health 
issues. 
To view the full statement, please click on the Google Doc link below:  
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bx1WrB_2KNNlMG0wMHFYd0VtN2hDTE42LWZCNnI2YXRY
SWlZ

 

 

Social Events                                
Come join us for 
professional networking, 
dinner, and education! 
 

     

    
 
The next Birmingham area social will be held at 6:00pm on Thursday, January 26th at Café 
Dupont (113 20th St. North, Birmingham, AL 35203). This event is sponsored by Merck & Co., 
Inc. 
Brian Pearlman, MD will provide a lecture for us entitled “Understanding and Treating Chronic 
Hepatitis C in Patients with Chronic Kidney Disease”. 

- Please reserve your seat before January 26th by following the link: 
https://alshp.wildapricot.org/event-2426833 

- Sign in using your ALSHP user name and password. If you have not already set this 
up, simply click the “forgot password” link and set up your account.  

- If you already signed up, you should have received a personal email about the venue 
change to Café Dupont.  

- Directors: If you have any starving residents, please forward this message to them 
and remind them that residents can join ALSHP for FREE!! 
 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bx1WrB_2KNNlMG0wMHFYd0VtN2hDTE42LWZCNnI2YXRYSWlZ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bx1WrB_2KNNlMG0wMHFYd0VtN2hDTE42LWZCNnI2YXRYSWlZ
https://alshp.wildapricot.org/event-2426833
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Member Announcements/Committee Updates  
 

Membership Committee 
 

The Membership Committee has been meeting in full force in 2017 focusing on engaging 

pharmacy residency programs throughout the state. Additionally, the committee is excited to 

announce the Board’s approval of institutional memberships. In an institutional membership, a 

hospital or health-system can pay for memberships for their pharmacy staff (pharmacists and 

technicians) at a discounted rate depending on the number of pharmacists joined. For example, 

a hospital wishing to pay for 25 of its pharmacists to be ALSHP members would pay a 

membership fee of $60 per pharmacists, discounted from the normal fee of $100. If you would 

like to pursue an institutional membership or would like more information, please contact 

Steve Glass (sglass@alshp.org). Finally, the committee continues efforts to streamline and  

improve the member experience on our new website platform (https://alshp.wildapricot.org/).  

As we continue to work through the various challenges inherent to technological transitions, 

we have found that current members trying to renew their membership on the website may 

run into an issue regarding not having a login password. Members running into this issue should 

contact Steve Glass. We apologize for this extra step, and we appreciate your patience as we 

improve the website functionality. 

 

 

A Day in the Life Of… 
A section about getting to know a little about one of our 

fellow ALSHP pharmacists 
 

            

 
 
Crystal Deas, Pharm.D., BCPS 
Assistant Professor, Pharmacy Practice 
Samford University, McWhorter School of Pharmacy 

 

Where did you graduate pharmacy school and complete residency (if applicable)? 
I am a 2008 graduate of Xavier University of Louisiana College of Pharmacy. After graduation, I 
completed my PGY-1 Pharmacy Practice Residency, with an emphasis in primary care, at Grady 
Health System in Atlanta, GA during the 2008-2009 residency year. 
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What is your typical schedule? 
I am a pharmacy practice faculty member and have a varying schedule. My main job 
responsibilities include the following: didactic instruction primarily in the Pharmacotherapy 
courses for second- and third-year pharmacy students, experiential instruction at my practice 
site (St. Vincent’s – Birmingham), professional, school/university and community service, and 
research activity (practice-based research and scholarly publications). 
 
What area do you work in and how many patients do you cover? 
I am currently working along with a faculty peer to establish a transitions of care service on a 
general medicine floor, with hopes of establishing an ambulatory care component of the 
service in the future. We are in the pilot stage of service implementation and cover a floor with 
34 patient beds. My clinical role is to conduct comprehensive medication therapy reviews, 
attend interdisciplinary team huddle, make drug therapy recommendations to providers, make 
pharmacy interventions in concert with Sentri7 (a clinical decision support tool), conduct 
medication reconciliation and drug allergy clarification when needed, provide patient and 
provider medication education, and document patient care provided. 
 
Briefly describe an average work day. 
On a typical day, I report to the hospital in the AM for clinical and experiential duties with 
assigned APPE students. I typically complete those duties by 1 pm and then head to campus for 
the afternoon. While on campus, I typically prepare for upcoming lectures and simulation lab 
activities. Additionally, I work on committee reports/tasks/projects, research endeavors, meet  
with students, and complete other administrative tasks. On the days that I teach, this schedule 
can vary widely. 
 
Describe a medication error that you were proud to catch. 
My most memorable medication error catch was in a prior clinical practice position that I held. 
In this past encounter, I was reviewing a patient’s chart who was scheduled to see me in the 
anticoagulation management clinic. While reviewing the chart, I noticed that the primary care 
provider documented instructing the patient to cut his fentanyl patch in half since the dose was 
too strong. Luckily, the patient had this encounter with the provider earlier that AM, and I was 
able to call the provider and educate on the error and drug reservoir in the patch. Additionally, I 
was able to have the provider send over a new prescription for a fentanyl patch with a reduced 
dose. Additionally when I saw the patient in clinic, I educated to disregard the prior instructions 
and to pick up the reduced dose patch at the pharmacy after our visit. Both the patient and 
provider were very grateful for my intervention in this scenario. The error also taught me a 
valuable lesson to always conduct a thorough chart and medication review of patient records, 
even when we are reviewing information for a specialized visit. It is important that our scope of 
review is not so narrow that we miss key opportunities for intervention. 
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What do you enjoy most about your job? 
In my pharmacy faculty role, I enjoy most the range of daily experiences that the job provides.  
In a pharmacy practice position, I am able to maintain competence through routine clinical 
practice and translate this experience to the classroom, experiential education, and through 
mentorship. Additionally, I am encouraged to serve my community and profession on various 
levels and am allotted time to serve in this capacity.   
 
What do you enjoy most about working at your institution? 
I love the family environment of Samford University and the genuine relationships shared 
among faculty, staff, and students. Additionally, I value the faith-based mission and vision of 
the University and School of Pharmacy, which complement my personal core values.  
 

 
 

SAVE THE DATE for ALSHP’s Alabama 

Residency Conference 
Birmingham, Alabama  

 
The 2017 ALSHP Alabama Residency Conference will be held on April 14, 2017. This event will 
be held in Birmingham- location TO BE DETEREMINED. Please save the date and plan on 
attending! We would love to have any evaluators that may be available.  
 

 

SAVE THE DATE for ALSHP’s Summer Meeting 
The Henderson Hotel in Destin, Florida 
 

This year’s summer meeting is scheduled for June 11-13 at the Henderson Hotel in Destin, 
Florida. We hope you are making plans to join us. Registration is not yet open for this meeting 
but will be soon! 
If you know someone who is interested in joining us as an exhibitor, please direct them to our 
website at: 
https://alshp.wildapricot.org/resources/Pictures/2017%20Exhibitor%20Prospectus%20-
%20ALSHP%20-%20summer2.pdf 
Here, they can find directions and the application for potential exhibitors.  
 
 

https://alshp.wildapricot.org/resources/Pictures/2017%20Exhibitor%20Prospectus%20-%20ALSHP%20-%20summer2.pdf
https://alshp.wildapricot.org/resources/Pictures/2017%20Exhibitor%20Prospectus%20-%20ALSHP%20-%20summer2.pdf
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 Newsletter Callouts 
 

 Would you like to have an event added to the newsletter calendar or make an 
announcement? Please send us your ALSHP-related events to alshpnewsletter@gmail.com 

 

 We would love to learn about a Day in the Life Of…… YOU!!!  We want to feature a wide 
variety of pharmacy positions and roles in this new segment to allow pharmacists, students, 
and residents across the state to have an opportunity to see the variety that our profession 
provides. Please answer the questions in the section above and send a (optional but desired) 
headshot to alshpnewsletter@gmail.com- you just may be our next featured member! 
 

 ALSHP is aware that all of our scheduled socials to-date have been in the Birmingham 
area. If there are other areas in the state interested in organizing a social, please 
contact the Director of Communications, Jonathan Fowler- jafowler@samford.edu. 
We would love to extend these events to other member areas- we just need your help 
to organize!  

mailto:alshpnewsletter@gmail.com
mailto:alshpnewsletter@gmail.com-
mailto:jafowler@samford.edu

